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Abstract: In the field of Natural Language Interfaces for Databases (NLIDB), most of the solutions considered for translating 

natural language queries into database query language is based on linguistic operations. The application of these operations 

makes it possible to translate the natural language queries into an unambiguous logical interpretation. However, this task is 

extremely complex and requires excessive time. While nowadays emphasis is placed on the use of machine learning 

approaches to automate the operation of natural language processing systems. From this, the automation of the natural 

language queries translation process into a logical interpretation is interesting and remains a major challenge in the field 

NLIDB. Also, it can have a direct impact on reducing the complexity of the operation of NLIDB. In this study, we focused on 

applying a new approach to automate the operation of NLIDB. In this approach, we applied a supervised learning technique 

to induce rules that transform natural language queries into unambiguous expressions. 
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1. Introduction 

Natural Language Interface for the Database (NLIDB) 

[3] is one of the classic problems in the field of Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) [8]. The main aim of 

NLIDB is to improve the interaction between human 

and database by help non-expert users to extract data 

from the database without the need to have expertise in 

database query languages such as Structured Query 

Language (SQL) [1]. In this sense to access data stored 

in databases, users need to write a simple query in 

Natural language [1, 9]. Until now, most of the NLIDB 

uses linguistic operations to translate natural language 

queries into unambiguous logical interpretation [14, 

12]. However, using linguistic expertise for developing 

the NLP system is still an extremely difficult and 

complex task.  

A promising approach to automate the constructing 

of NLP system is to use machine-learning approach. 

For that, the automatic mapping of natural language 

queries into an unambiguous logical interpretation is a 

major and interesting challenge in the field of 

computer linguistics. In this paper, we discuss the 

problem of translating Arabic Natural Language 

Queries (ANLQ) into Database Query (DBQ). This is 

done by the induction of rules that automatically 

transform ANLQ into XML Logical Query (XLQ) 

expressed in Extensible Markup Language (XML) 

form. 

To inducing the transfer rules (ANLQ-XLQ rules), 

our system trains a parallel corpus of ANLQs paired 

with their logical queries. The main advantage of this  

 
approach is that it allows our system to learn rules that 

help it to significantly reduce execution time and 

simplify the translation process from ANLQs into 

XLQ. This is attained while maintaining the 

performance achieved in linguistics operations. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We 

begin with a brief description of our proposed 

approach. Then, the operating process of this approach 

is presented. Then, the results of the experiments 

carried out are discussed with a comparison with the 

results obtained by the application of linguistic 

operations. Finally, we conclude with a conclusion.  

2. Related Works 

Research in the field of NLDBI has appeared in the 

late sixties and early seventies [6]. Since then, most of 

the created NLIDB use linguistic expertise to translate 

NLQs into a logical interpretation [5, 6]. However, the 

use of the Linguistic approach usually requires time. 

Also, the hand-crafted parser suffers from problems 

with robustness [15]. 

The application of A Rule-Induction Approach 

(RIA) for the development of NLP systems is not a 

recent subject [11]. RIA has been used in many areas 

of NLP, such as machine translation [13], Information 

Extraction [10], spoken language understanding [4] 

and Sentence Reduction [7]. Regarding the application 

of Rule-induction in the construction of NLIDB there a 

few contribution. 

The first one is the Chill system [16]. Chill is a 

parser acquisition system that constructs an automate 
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natural language interface for database queries. Chill 

processes a parser acquisition as the learning of search-

control rules within a logic program representing a 

shift-reduce parser. It applies techniques from 

inductive logic programming to learn relational control 

knowledge. Starting with a general framework for 

constructing a suitable logical form, Chill can train on 

a corpus including a set of example pairs (sentences 

paired with their database queries). Then it induced 

parsers that map subsequent user query directly into 

executable queries. In the second work, Lappoon 

proposes a method that uses a machine learning 

approach to semi-automate the construction of NLIDB 

systems [14]. He applied a "meta" inductive logic 

programming learning approach that joins the strengths 

of different learners, to induce a semantic parser. This 

method performs better than using a single learner.  

3. Methods 

The proposed architecture is composed of two parts. 

The first one is the induction rules module. The second 

part is the translation based induced rules. This 

architecture is shown in Figure 1.  
  

 

Figure 1. Rule-induction approach. 

The main advantage of this approach is that it 

provides a logarithmic growth of the rules generated 

over the execution of the system which ensures its 

consistency. This is proven by the experiments. 

4. ANLQ-XLQ Rules Induction  

In this part, we discuss the learning process used to 

induce the ANLQ-XLQ rules from pairs of ANLQ and 

XLQ examples. Figure 2 illustrates this process. 

 

Figure 2. The process used to induce the ANLQ-XLQ rules. 

As previously discussed, the ANLQ-XLQ rule 

induction process takes ANLQ coupled with XLQ as 

input and produces the ANLQ-XLQ rules as output. In 

this process the system uses many approaches of 

Arabic language processing [2]. The algorithm that 

explains the operating principle of this process is 

described as follows: 

Algorithm rules _ induction 

  Inputs: 

     ANLQ Queries in Natural Language 

    XLQ its xml logical query 

 Outputs: 

   Rule set RL = {(RI), 1 ≤ i ≤m} 

Start  

Divide ANLQ into a set of W = {(tj: GCj), 1≤ j ≤m}   

where GCj where GCj is the grammatical category of the 

token tj; 

Divide XLQ into a set of fractions F= {(fk, Ek), 1≤k≤ l} 

where Ek is the label of the part fk; 

  For each token (tj: GCj) ϵ W 

  For each fraction (fk: Ek) ϵ F 

  If tj = Fk 

  Replace tj by W[j] en (tj: GCj); 

  Replace Fk by W[j] en (Fk: Ek); 

  End if  

  End For 

  End For 

Create a new rule RI: 

                  (W[j]: GCj) →  (W[j]: Ek); 

RL = {RI U Extensions of the RI}; 

Return RL; 

End rules_ induction 

As shown by the algorithm above, the process of 

induction of ANLQ-XLQ rules comes in five steps. 

The first step is to partition the ANLQ into elementary 

units to simplify its complexity and process tokens 

rather than an entire sentence. The following example 

shows the partitioning result of the ANLQ: 
 

  = 14 اوجد اسماء الطلاب الذين معدلاتهم           

 

 

 

 

 

During the second step, our system applies automatic 

tagging to detect the grammatical structure of ANLQ 

and the labeling of the XLQ to know its internal 

structure. This step is important before the introduction 

of the ANLQ -XLQ rules since it helps to recognize 

the functional structure of the ANLQ and XLQ. 

For the labeling of XLQ, we have developed a 

specific method to label it according to the position of 

the words it contains. As an example of labels, we 

propose: 

• R-S-O1 is the first object in the 'SELECT' fraction 

of the query. 

• AT-1-R-S-O1 is the first attribute of the first object 

in the 'SELECT' part of the query. 

W[0]   W[1]   W[2]   W[3]   W[4]   W[5]  W[6]  

 

الطلاب      اسماء    اوجد   الذين    معدلاتهم          =       14     
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The following figure shows the grammatical structure 

of the ANLQ of the preceding example. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The next exemple displays the result of the labeling of 

the XLQ corresponding to the ANLQ: 

 
The third step is Word-to-word alignment. In this step, 

the result of ANLQ's automatic tagging and XLQ 

Labeling are used by our system to identify the 

equivalent ANLQ and XLQ words. In the next 

example, we display the word alignment result of 

ANLQ and XLQ. 

 
For the induction of the ANLQ-XLQ rule, our system 

applies unification between the sequences of the 

ANLQ and the XLQ sequence. ANLQ is represented 

by its grammatical structure and the XLQ is 

represented by the returned result of the Labeling 

function. The ANLQ-XLQ rule maps the grammatical 

structure of the ANLQ to the XLQ structure as shown 

in the following model. 

 

The actual induction of the ANLQ-XAQ rule is carried 

out in the fourth step. The rule ANLQ-XLQ induced 

from the previous example is as follows: 

W[0]:VBD+ W[1]:NN+ W[2]: DTNN+ W[3]:WP+ W[4]:NNS+ W[5]: 
PUNC+ W[6]:CD  

→ 

W [2]:R_S_O1+W [1]:AT_1_R_S_O1+W [4]:AT_1_R_C_O1+W [5]: 
S_R_C_O1+W [6]:V_R_C_O1  

Finally, the fifth step is to increase the number of 

ANLQ that our system can translate directly into XLQ, 

we use a method to create extensions of the induced 

ANLQ-XLQ rule. This method makes it possible to 

add new rules to the newly induced one without having 

to deal with other examples that produce them. 

Extension rules can be represented as an instance of 

induced rules. The extension of the induced ANLQ-

XLQ rules is based on the out-of-context grammar 

below: 

VBW → VB | VBG | VBD | VBN | ε 

NNW → NN | NNS | NNP | NNPS  

JJW→ JJ | JJR | JJS | ε 

WPW → WP | WDT | WPS | WRB | ε 

PRW → PRP | PRP$ |ε 

RB → RB | RBR| RBS| ε 

DTW → DT | ε 

The box below shows examples of extension of 

ANLQ-XLQ rule induced by the preceding example: 

 Extension 1:  

W[0]:VBD+ W[1]:NN+ W[2]: DTNN+ W[3]:WP+ 

W[4]:NNS+ W[5]: PUNC + W[6]:CD  

→ 
W[2]:R_S_O1+W[1]:AT_1_R_S_O1+W[4]:AT_1_R_C_O1

+W[5]:S_R_C_O1+W[6]:V_R_C_1  

 Extension 2: 

 W[0]:VBG+ W[1]:NNS+ W[2:DTNN+ W[3]:WP+ 

W[4]:NNS+ W[5]: PUNC  + W[6]:CD  

→ 
W[2]:R_S_O1+W[1]:AT_1_R_S_O1+W[4]:AT_1_R_C_O1

+W[5]:S_R_C_O1+W[6]:V_R_C_1  

 Extension 3: 

W[0]:VBD+ W[1]:NN+ W[2]: NN+ W[3]:WP$+ 

W[4]:NNS+ W[5]:PUNC+ W[6]:CD  

→ 

W[2]:R_S_O1+W[1]:AT_1_R_S_O1+W[4]:AT_1_R_C_O1

+W[5]:S_R_C_O1+W[6]:V_R_C_1 

 Extension 4:  

W[0]:VBD+ W[1]:NNS+ W[2]: DTNN+ W[3]:WP+ 

W[4]:NN+ W[5]:PUNC + W[6]:CD  

→ 

W[2]:R_S_O1+W[1]:AT_1_R_S_O1+W[4]:AT_1_R_C_O1

+W[5]:S_R_C_O1+W[6]:V_R_C1 

 

 

 

W [0] اوجد: VBD 

W [1] اسماء: NNS 

W [2] الطلاب: DTNN 

W [3] الذين: WP 

W [4] معدلات: NNS 

W [5] =: PUNC 

W [6] 14: CD 

  R_S_O1 : الطلاب

 AT_R_S_O1 : اسماء

 AT_R_C_O1 : معدلات

=: S_R_C_O1  

 14: V_R_C_O1 

 

 

<Request> 

   <Select> 
      <Object>  

        <Name> الطلاب </Name>   

<Attribute>  

           <Name> اسماء </Name> 

</Attribute>  

      </Object> 
   </Select> 

    <Cond> 

       <Object> 
        <Attribute> 

           <Name> معدلات</Name> 

     </Attribute>  
      </Object> 

      <Symbol> = </Symbol>   

        <Value> 14 </Value> 
    </Cond> 

</Request> 

  R_S_O1 :الطلاب

 AT_R_S_O1 :اسماء

 

 

 AT_R_C_O1 :معدلات 

  =: S_R_C_O1  

 14: V_R_C_O1 

 

W [0]: VBD 

W [1]: NNS 

W [2]: DTNN 

W [3]: WP 

 W [4]: NNS 

W [5]:  PUNC 

W [6]: CD 

W [2]: R_S_O1  

W [1]: AT_R_S_O1 

W [4]: AT_R_C_O1 

W [5]: S_R_C_O1  

 W [6]: V_R_C_O1 

 

 W[0]    W[1]    W[2]    W[3]    W[4]    W[5]     W[6]  

 

الطلاب      اسماء      اوجد   الذين      معدلاتهم           =          14     

 

 VBD     NN    DTNN   WP     NNS   PUNC     CD 
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5. Translation based on ANLQ-XLQ Rules 

The translation process based on ANLQ-XLQ rules 

consists of four main steps. First, we divide the ANLQ 

into tokens. Then, we use the automatic tagging to 

know the grammatical function of each of these tokens. 

Then our system tries to find the rule ANLQ-XLQ 

which corresponds to the grammatical structure of 

ANLQ from the base of the rules ANLQ-XLQ 

previously induced. To do this, he looks for the rule 

ANLQ-XLQ whose left part has the same grammatical 

structure as that of ANLQ submitted. Finally, the 

system applies the appropriate ANLQ-XLQ rule to 

produce the XLQ. The sequence of these different 

steps is described in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Translation process based on ANLQ -XLQ rules. 

The example below shows the result of applying the 

ANLQ-XLQ rule induced in the previous section on 

the ANLQ “ 40استخرج عناوين العمال الذين اعمارهم =  ” in order 

to transform it into an XLQ. 

 Step 1: Tokenization of ANLQ 

 

 

 Step 2: Tagger of ANLQ 

W[0]: استخرج: VBD + W[1]: عناوين: NN +W[2]: العمال: DTNN +W[3]: الذين: 
WP +W[4]: أعمار: NN+W[5]: =: PUNC + W[6]: 40: CD 

 Step 3: search for the rule ANLQ -XLQ whose left 

part has the following grammatical structure: 

W [0]: VBD + W[1]: NN+W[2]: DTNN +W[3]:WP+W[4]: NN+W[5]: 

PUNC+ W[6]: CD 

The proper ANLQ-XLQ rule is: 

W[0]: VBD + W[1]: NN+W[2]: DTNN +W[3]:WP+W[4]: NN+W[5]: 
PUNC+ W[6]: CD 

→  

W[2]:R_S_O1+w[1]:AT1_R_S_O1+W[4]:AT1_R_C_O1+w[5]:S_R_C_O
1+w[6]:V_R_C_O1  

 Step 3: The application of the ANLQ-XLQ rule to 

produce the XLQ 

 

6. Results Presentation  

Interface in Figure 4 displays the rules induced from a 

corpus of example of ANLQ paired with their XLQ. 

 

Figure 4. Rules induced from a corpus of example of ANLQ paired 

with their XLQ. 

Interface in Figure 5 represents the translation based 

on ANLQ-XLQ rules. 

 

Figure 5. Translation Based on ANLQ-XLQ rules. 

REQUEST> 

 <SELECT> 

 <OBJECT>  

 <NAME> العمال </NAME>  

 <ATTRIBUT>  

 <NAME> عناوين </NAME 

 </ATTRIBUT>  

 </OBJECT> 

 </ SELECT > 

 <COND> 

 <OBJECT> 

 <ATTRIBUT> 

 <NAME> أعمار </NAME> 

 </ATTRIBUT>  

 </OBJECT> 

 <SYMBOL> =</SYMBOL>  

 <VALUE> 40</VALUE> 

 </COND> 

</REQUEST> 

W[0]    W[1]    W[2]   W[3]   W[4]   W[5]   W[6]  

 

عناوين    استخرج العمال    الذين     =      أعمارهم         40 
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Table 1. Examples of rules induced by our system. 

ANLQ Induced Rules 
Nb of 

extensions 

استخرج لي جميع 

 الموظفين

w[0]:VBD+w[1]:NNP+w[2]:NOUN+

w[3]:DTNNS→w[3]:R_S_OA1 
7 règles 

اظهر اسماء 

 الطلاب

w[0]:VBD+w[1]:NN+w[2]:DTNN → 

w[2]:R_S_O1/w[1]:AT_1_R_S_O1 
31 règles 

ابحث عن أعمار و 

 عناوين المدرسين

w[0]:VBP+w[1]:IN+w[2]:NN+w[3]:

CC+w[4]:NN+w[5]:DTNNS→w[5]:
R_S_O1 

/w[2]:AT_1_R_S_O1/w[4]:AT_2_R_

S_O1 

127 règles 

جميع أعمار و 

عناوين الموظفين 

 و العمال

w[0]:NOUN+w[1]:NN+w[2]:CC+w[

3]:NN+ 

w[4]:DTNNS+w[5]:CC+w[6]:DTNN 
→ 

w[4]:R_S_O1/w[1]:AT_1_R_S_O1/w

[3]:AT_2_R_S_O1/w[6]:R_S_O2 
/w[1]:AT_1_R_S_O2/w[3]:AT_2_R_

S_O2 

255 règles 

 هي رواتب ما

الموظفين الذين 

 أعمارهم تزيد عن

30 

w[0]:WP+w[1]:PRP+w[2]:NN+w[3]:
DTNNS+w[4]:WP+w[5]:VBD+w[6]:

PUNC+w[7]:CD→w[3]:R_S_O1/w[2

]:AT_1_R_S_O1/w[5]:AT_1_R_C_O
1 

/w[6]:S_R_C_O1/w[7]:V_1_R_C_O1 

287 règles 

أوجد أعلى سن 

الذين  للموظفين

 5000 < واتبهمر

w[0]:VBD+w[1]:VBD+w[2]:NN+w[
3]:NNS+w[4]:WP 

w[5]:NN+w[6]:PUNC+w[7]:CD→ 

w[3]:R_S_O1/w[1]:AG_AT_1_R_S_
O1/w[2]:A_1_R_S_O1/w[5]:AT_1_R

_C_O1/w[6]:S_R_C_O1/w[7]:V_1_R

_C_O1 

767 rules 

اوجد اسم المدرس 

الذي يدرس مادة ' 

 ' الجبر

w[0]:VBD+w[1]:NN+w[2]:DTNN+w

[3]:WP+w[4]:VBP+w[5]:NN+w[6]:P

UNC+w[7]:DTNN+w[8]:PUNC → 
w[2]:R_S_O1/w[1]:AT_1_R_S_O1/w

[5] :AT_1_R_C_O1 

/w[7]:V_1_R_C_O1 

971 règles 

و  جميع اسماء

أعمار الموظفين و 

العمال الذين 

 40أعمارهم < 

w[0]:NN+w[1]:NN+w[2]:CC+w[3]:N
N+w[4]:DTNNS+w[5]:CC+w[6]:DT

NN+w[7]:WP+w[8]:VBD+w[9]:PUN

C+w[10]:CD → 
w[4]:R_S_O1/w[1]:AT_1_R_S_O1/w

[3]:AT_2_R_S_O1/w[8]:AT_2_R_S_
O1/w[6]:R_S_O2/w[1]:AT_1_R_S_O

2/w[3]:AT_2_R_S_O2/w[8]:AT_2_R

_S_O2/w[3]:AT_1_R_C_O1/w[8]:A
T_1_R_C_O1/w[9]:S_R_C_O1/w[10

]:V_1_R_C_O1 

1537 règles 

معلومات الموظفين 

العمال الذين  و

اسمهم ' محمد ' 

 أو' أحمد'

w[0]:NNS+w[1]:DTNNS+w[2]:CC+

w[3]:DTNN+w[4]:WP+w[5]:NN+w[
6]:PUNC+w[7]:NNP+w[8]:PUNC+w

[9]:NNP+w[10]:PUNC+ 

w[11]:NN+w[12]:PUNC → 
w[1]:R_S_O1/w[0]:AT_1_R_S_O1/w

[3]:R_S_O2/w[0]:AT_1_R_S_O2/w[
5]:AT_1_R_C_O1/w[7]:V_1_R_C_O

1/w[11]:V_1_R_C_O1 

3071 règles 

أحسب عدد 

الموظفين و العمال 

 ذوي اعلى راتب

w[0]:VBD+w[1]:NN+w[2]:DTNNS+

w[3]:CC+w[4]:DTNN+w[5]:NN+w[6
]:JJ+w[7]:NN → 

w[2]:R_S_O1/w[1]:AT_1_R_S_O1/w

[4]:R_S_O2/w[1]: AT_1_R_S_O2 
/w[6]:AG_AT_1_R_C_O1/w[7]:AT_

1_R_C_O1 

6143 règles 

ر رواتب اظه

الموظفين و العمال 

الذين اسمهم ' 

و راتبهم > محمد ' 

2000 

w[0]:NN+w[1]:DTNNS+w[2]:CC+w
[3]:DTNN+w[4]:WP+w[5]:NN+w[6]

:PUNC+w[7]:NNP+w[8]:PUNC+w[9

]:CC+w[10]:NN+w[11]:NN+w[12]:C
D→w[1]: 

R_S_O1/w[0]:AT_1_R_S_O1/w[3]:R

_S_O2/w[0]:AT_1_R_S_O2/w[5]:AT
_1_R_C_O1/w[7]:V_1_R_C_O1/w[1

0]:AT_1_R_C_O1/w[11]:S_R_C_O1/

w[12]:V_1_R_C_O1 

12287 règles 

Table 1 show examples of rules induced by our 

system. 

We tested the proposed method using 1000 ANLQs. 

During this experiment we tried to make a comparison 

between the translation based on the ANLQ–XLQ 

rules and that based on linguistic operations. The 

performances obtained were satisfactory. 

Indeed, in the first test, we present the number of 

ANLQs for which our system generates a response in 

the case of translation based on the ANLQ–XLQ rules 

and that based on linguistic operations. The results 

obtained by this test are presented in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Answered\Unanswered ANLQs. 

On examining Figure 6, we note that the 

performance of the translation based on linguistics 

operations is almost similar to the translation based on 

ANLQ -XLQ rules. 92.1% of the ANLQs generated 

responses during translation based on language 

operations and 94.7% of these ANLQs were answered 

in the case of the use of the ANLQ-XLQ rules. 

Secondly, we are interested in testing the 

performance of the proposed method according to the 

correctly generated queries when using language 

operations and the ANLQ-XLQ rules. The results 

obtained are showed in Figure 7 as follows: 

 

Figure 7. DBQ correctly/incorrectly generated. 
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We have shown in Figure 7 that 96.4% of the 

ANLQs generated DBQ queries syntactically correctly 

during translation based on linguistic operations and 

97.83% when translating based on ANLQ-XLQ rules. 

In Figure 8, the DBQ requests match / do not match the 

ANLQs are presented. 

 

Figure 8. DBQ matches\ don't matches ANLQ. 

From Figure 8, we show that 97.23% of DBQs 

match ANLQs are produced by A Translation based on 

the ANLQ–XLQ rules and 96.71% by translation 

based on linguistic operations 

Figure 9 illustrates the response time improvement 

result when using the ANLQ -XLQ rules. These 

ANLQs are run on a laptop with a Core i3 CPU and 

4GB memory. 

 

Figure 9. Response time improvement result when using the ANLQ 

-XLQ rules. 

As shown in Figure 9, the response time has been 

decreased, and can reach in some cases 91.07%, when 

using the ANLQ -XLQ rules compared to that of 

linguistics operations.  

To be able to test the influence of computer 

resources on the performance of the system we have 

carried out experiments on the improvement of 

response time between two machines: a laptop with a 

CPU Core i3 (2.40 GHZ) a memory of 4GB and 

another desktop with a Core i5 CPU (3.20 GHZ) and a 

4GB memory. The results obtained which are 

illustrated in Figure 10 show that there are significant 

improvements. 

 

Figure 10. Influence of computer resources on the performance of 

system.  

To prove the consistency of using ANLQ-XLQ 

rules and to avoid memory overflow and large CPU 

occupancy, we examined the number of rules 

generated when processing 100 ANLQs. Figure 11 

shows the results of this review. 

 

Figure 11. Logarithmic growth during the generation of ANLQ-

XLQ rules. 

The graph in Figure 11 shows that the system offers 

logarithmic growth during the generation of ANLQ-

XLQ rules. This degrades newly created ANLQ-XLQ 

rules after a limited set of trainings, which ensures its 

consistency.  

7. Conclusions  

In this paper, we have proposed a rules induction 

approach to induce transfer rules that map the ANLQ 

to XLQ without using language operations. To learn 

these rules, our system exploits the examples of the 

ANLQs associated with their XLQs. The results of the 

experiment show that such an approach is promising 

since it reduces the time well and simplifies the 

procedure necessary to translate the ANLQs having a 

grammatical structure similar to that of the ANLQs 

that have already been processed. This is done while 

maintaining the consistency of the system. 
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The possible future direction is to continue 

extending the capabilities of proposed interface to 

learn queries in other languages and increase the ability 

of our system to interface other database models 
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